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IceCube Upgrade and Gen2 Software Efforts



Why upgrade IceCube?

• IceCube continues to be a fantastic science machine
• Includes: discovery of astrophysical neutrinos, first evidence for neutrino 

point sources, neutrino oscillations, cosmic ray physics, BSM physics and 
more.

• But more science just out of reach:
• Reduced energy threshold for oscillation searches

• Nu-Tau sensitivity, PMNS unitarity, sterile neutrinos.
• Larger samples of astrophysical neutrinos

• Build a larger detector with larger energy range                                                                           
to observe more astrophysical ν’s
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Upgrade strategy
• Funding considerations have made us use a phased upgrade strategy
• IceCube Upgrade - extension of Deep Core instrumented volume

• Now in construction
• IceCube Gen2 – a ~10x increase in instrumented volume, with potential 

surface array components, and radio-neutrino detection.
• Proposal(s) and complete preliminary designs now being worked on.

• Global strategy
• IceCube extensions designed to build upon existing IceCube infrastructure as 

much as possible
• DAQ and online systems expanded to include new sensors – long term maintenance and 

operations support for 1 system.
• Icetray data analysis framework extended to include support for new sensors
• Simulations, data processing, and analysis all done on unified data sample
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IceCube
Upgrade

• Upgrade goals:
• Neutrino oscillation studies – oscillation parameters, Tau-neutrino 

measurements and confirm unitarity of the PNMS Matrix
• Detailed calibration of the glacial ice around IceCube – Deployment of many 

calibration devices with instrumentation
• New understanding of ice properties directly applicable to 10yr + catalog of IceCube data

• Next generation (Gen2) research and development platform.

• Deployment: 2023-2024 polar season (+1 year delay from COVID-19)
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1. Neutrino Properties: 
2. Recalibration and Reanalysis of IceCube Data
3. IceCube-Gen2 Research and Development
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Upgrade Objectives:

Upgrade Scope:
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IceCube Upgrade Instrumentation

• Several new optical sensors 
planned for Upgrade

• mDOM - 24 x 3” PMTs

• DEgg - 2 x 8” PMTs


• New Calibration devices

• Improved understanding of 

glacial optical properties

• Far from statistical limits 

on angular resolution at 
high energies

• O(0.1) deg for tracks 

and O(3) deg for 
showers


• Cleaner identification of 
Tau events

 X

Advertisement

• Travel supports available for >1month stay in 
Japan for production and testing in 2019 and 
2020 for graduate students and postdocs

• Need to apply before 2019 March for stay 
between April 2019 and March 2020
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Institute for Nuclear Physics

Alexander Kappes

mDOM Design

IceCube Collaboration Meeting 
Stockholm, 22.—28. Sep. 2018

▪ Self-calibrated, isotropic, nanosecond light pulses in
detector medium

➢ Improvement of optical medium systematics and
individual sensor calibration

➢ Verification of detector energy scale

▪ Variable intensity, pulse length and wavelength for
absorption and scattering studies

➢ Local optical medium properties at different wave-
bands

➢ Hole ice studies (M. Rongen)

▪ Current version (v1) was iterated for the STRAW
experiment

POCAM Motivation

26.09.2018 5Plots Top Right: J. Veenkamp M.Sc. Thesis (2016), Bottom Right: M. Rongen
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Upgrade Design and IceCube Gen1 Heritage
• IceCube Online and Offline software systems serve as a 

robust starting point for Upgrade

• Design focused on targeted additions to existing 
systems
• Online DAQ and Experiment control
• Offline Software and simulation
• Computing and Infrastructure

• New designs strongly follow successful Gen 1 designs 
as well
• OM Software

• All tasks are tracked in Upgrade project schedule
• Almost all tasks provided as in-kind contributions
• Online: supported by the responsible M&O teams
• Offline: supported by M&O and wider

collaboration efforts
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Computing Infrastructure
• Computing infrastructure for Pole and Northern test systems provided as small 

extensions of existing systems

IceCube Lab

SPS computing

UW Madison

SPTS computing

NTS 
(MSU)

Ice

Freezer Freezer

• NTS provides testing 
infrastructure for 
new sensor and 
calibration device 
development.  
• Integrated with 

SPTS computing 
via  network for 
end-to-end 
system testing

New with Upgrade 7



Upgrade – Online impacts
• Currently, IceCube and Deep core:
• 2.8 kHz overall trigger rate (~10% is DeepCore)
• ~ 1 TB/day raw data to long-term storage
• ~ 75 GB/day L1 (online) filter selected data to satellite (O(1%) is DeepCore)

• This L1 data sample seeds all higher-level analyses in the North

• Upgrade estimates:
• ~400-500 Hz of additional background triggers 
• ~200 GB/day raw (expecting <10% to go to L1 with simple veto/noise criteria)

• Multi-PMT devices have potential to make copious quantities of data
• fADC waveform readout for each channel.
• Noise triggers become more of an issue

• Both to be addressed with smarter triggering
• On-OM feature extraction expected to reduce data volumes
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Upgrade – Offline/software impacts
• Upgrade OMs bring fundamental shift from 1 PMT channel per OM to multiple PMT 

channels
• After 10+ years of IceCube software, many places have this assumption baked into 

software
• Early studies for Upgrade performed with simplifications to simulated modules

• IceTray Software framework
• Being upgraded to remove this assumption (In progress, expected mid 2021)

• Simulation software
• Adding ”as design” implementations of simulated sensor modules (data samples 

expected mid-late 2021)
• Additional GPU-based simulation development, computing, and data is required for 

multi-PMT modules, lower energy thresholds.
• Improved fidelity of simulation will likely be needed with improved calibration 

• Reconstruction
• Most complicated to update due to symmetry assumptions in used in tabulated 

responses – likely ongoing for years within collaboration9



Data processing impacts - Upgrade
• Overall:  expect the DeepCore efforts now in place to move to Upgrade as it’s deployed.

• Online
• Expecting modest  increases in data/trigger rates (see previous slide)
• Online computing for “online compression” of waveform data likely sufficient

• Some expected to be done in-device for simple waveforms
• Simulation

• Upgrade proposal used special-made versions of low-energy Deep Core (and PINGU) simulation 
effort.  
• Manpower effort mostly provided by collaboration students/postdocs using tweaked versions 

of standard tools. 
• 400 CPU-hr, 300 GPU-hr, 400 GB disk. (Derived from PINGU simulation effort…)

• Higher fidelity Upgrade simulations will likely require additional GPU/CPU to generate and 
reconstruct – additional impact TDB as still in development.

• Analysis
• Reconstruction of low-energy events known to be a resource intensive process.

• O(30s) per event reconstruction at final level not uncommon.
• New techniques to improve in development10



Deep Core -
OscNext

• Deep Core OscNext
• Current DeepCore oscillation analysis sample
• 70 yrs of signal MC, 6 years of Muon background, ~months of “noise”

• Includes production, and multiple levels of filtering.

• Expect Deep Core analyses to evolve into Upgrade analyses
• Expect similar (modulo increases in complexity of Upgrade) MC needs 
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IceCube Gen2
• Envision a wide-band neutrino 

observatory
• 8-10 x larger optical Cherenkov detector

• Neutrino astronomy and multi-messenger 
astrophysics

• Askaryan radio detector array
• Probe neutrinos beyond EeV energies

• Surface particle detector
• Detailed cosmic ray spectrum and 

composition measurements and veto 
capabilities

• Several funding strategies being 
considered
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Figure 29: Time line for the IceCube Upgrade and projected time line for IceCube-Gen2.

4.4.1. Baseline design

IceCube demonstrated the ability to deploy 86 strings on time and on budget in a hostile
environment. Drilling at the South Pole is a formidable challenge for engineering and lo-
gistics support. The enhanced hot water drill [432] developed for IceCube is capable of
drilling to 2500 m depth within about 30 hours. Up to 20 holes have been drilled in a single
Antarctic summer season.

For the optical array baseline design with 120 new strings and modules of similar diameter
as those in IceCube, we anticipate per hole drill times similar to the ones for IceCube. Due
to the larger number of strings we expect a total construction and deployment time of up
to 8 austral summer seasons. Similarly to IceCube, data taking will start with a partially
completed detector. As the sensor coverage per string is considerably higher than for
IceCube, the instrumentation costs will claim a larger fraction of the total budget, while the
existing IceCube infrastructure will allow substantial savings on the infrastructure for data
acquisition and data systems. The cost per IceCube-Gen2 string is estimated at $1.2M for
the hardware including surface cabling and instrumentation (a single mDOM sensor used
in the baseline configuration costs about $10k, a single D-Egg sensor about $8.5k).

For the radio array, the preliminary baseline design incorporates 200 stations with three
strings each. If drilled mechanically the holes can only be 100 meters deep, which is
sufficient and efficient for radio stations. The baseline method for drilling is using an ASIG
mechanical drill, which is able to drill 5.75” clear boreholes to 100 m. Switching to RAM
drilling technology is considered as an R&D option to speed-up the drilling procedure for
IceCube-Gen2. The hardware costs per station are estimated to $50k per station not
including drilling and deployment. Both station design and deployment methods will be
tested starting summer 2021 in Greenland.

The total cost for the facility design outlined in this white paper is anticipated at approxi-
mately $350M, including about $180M for the instrumentation to be deployed in the optical,
surface and radio arrays. This is comparable to the project costs for IceCube of $279M
(with ⇥50% used for instrumentation). Note that the IceCube project cost has not been
adjusted for inflation. A possible time line for IceCube-Gen2 is shown in Fig. 29. Ongoing
design efforts are aimed at reducing costs and simplifying logistic impact (see below). After
the design phase and the IceCube Upgrade are completed, drill and sensors would go into
production and construction at the South Pole would commence.

4.4.2. Optimization of logistics impact

While IceCube has demonstrated how to successfully deploy instrumentation in the Antarc-
tic glacier, it is worthwhile to consider the potential logistics challenges in connection with
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Gen2 Science

• Gen2 will target:
• Understanding the origin of the high-

energy astrophysical neutrino signal 
seen by IceCube
• Steady sources and transients

• Shed light on acceleration 
mechanisms at work in the high-
energy universe.
• Probe fundamental physics with high-

energy neutrinos
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Figure 12: Discovery potential of IceCube and IceCube-Gen2 for neutrino flares similar to the one observed
for TXS0506+056 in 2014/15 which lasted 158 days. Shown is the projected significance of the observation
as a function of the flare duration. The flux and spectral index of the assumed flare are the ones observed for
TXS0506+056 (see Figure 11) and assumed constant within the flare duration, i.e., the neutrino fluence in-
creases with flare duration. Green dotted lines mark the 5� discovery threshold, as well as the lower threshold
for sending alerts to partner telescopes for follow-up observations.

3.2.2. Neutrinos from gamma-ray bursts

GRBs, either short (lasting <2 s) or long, have been suggested as sources of the UHE cos-
mic rays and high-energy neutrinos [134, 135]; a prediction later revised by, e.g., [136]. An
alternative sub-photospheric dissipation mechanism for GRBs that also results in neutrino
emission has also been proposed [137–139]. Long GRBs are associated with CCSNe that
develop relativistic jets and short GRBs are associated with the merger of compact objects
— two neutron stars (NS-NS) and/or a neutron star and a black hole (NS-BH) — that also
develop these jets. IceCube has studied 1,172 GRBs and has not found coincident neu-
trino emission [128]. This implies that GRBs contribute no more than ⇥1% of the diffuse
neutrino flux [140]. Furthermore, in a wide range of scenarios, GRBs are constrained as
a source of UHE cosmic rays [129]. However, these 1,172 GRBs were initially detected by
satellites and are subject to selection effects: e.g., only the most luminous are found. Low-
luminosity GRBs are potential neutrino and UHE cosmic-ray sources [141]. IceCube-Gen2
will be able to probe the remaining viable scenarios for neutrino production by GRBs of all
types. Figure 13 shows the current best upper limits of IceCube and the expected sen-
sitivity for IceCube-Gen2 on the diffuse flux from GRBs after following 1000-5000 GRBs
(assuming 667 bursts/year). This can be compared to three models that assume UHE
cosmic rays are produced by GRBs [129]).

3.2.3. Multi-messenger sources of high-energy neutrinos and gravitational waves

LIGO [142] and VIRGO [143] have revolutionized multi-messenger astrophysics with their
detection of gravitational waves. The most spectacular observation to date were the joint
detections of GW170817 and GRB170817A by LIGO/VIRGO and Fermi-GBM respectively,
which confirmed the association of the merger of binary neutron stars with short GRBs. In-
terestingly, GRB170817A was probably seen off-axis with respect to the relativistic jet. As
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http://arxiv.org/abs/2008.04323
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Figure 16: The high-energy astrophysical neutrino spectrum, compared to the extragalactic �-ray spectrum
measured by Fermi-LAT [32] and the highest energy CR spectrum measured by the Telescope Array [189] and
the Pierre Auger Observatory [190]. The grey band represents the range of neutrino fluxes obtained in [15, 37].
The blue points are the median flux levels and 68% confidence intervals that would be obtained from 10 years
of IceCube-Gen2 data, assuming that the flux from cosmic neutrino sources continues as � ö E�2.5, and, in
addition, a cosmogenic neutrino flux (10% proton fraction in the UHE cosmic rays) as described in [80] (both
indicated by gray dotted lines). Neutrino fluxes are shown as the all-flavor sum of neutrino and anti-neutrino
flux, assuming an equal flux in all flavors.

data [37, 43, 196] indicate consistency with the benchmark prediction from complete pion
decay of ⌫e ⇥ ⌫µ ⇥ ⌫⌧ = 1 ⇥ 2 ⇥ 0 which is transformed to approximately 1:1:1 by neutrino os-
cillations over astronomical distances [197]. While the IceCube constraints are sufficiently
strong to rule out that the neutrinos are produced via neutron decay, they are insufficient
to probe muon-damping scenarios [37, 198].

The measurement of the diffuse spectrum will allow us to firmly establish the connec-
tion between high-energy neutrinos and extragalactic CR by matching their spectra, which
would imply that the neutrino sources identified by IceCube-Gen2 also represent the domi-
nant sources of the extragalactic CR. Moreover, the large samples of neutrinos of all flavors
in IceCube-Gen2 will allow us to observe the energy dependence of the flavor ratio over
a large energy range, as shown in Figure 17. The sensitivity to detect a changing flavor
composition as a function of neutrino energy will allow to distinguish different acceleration
scenarios and source environments expected within GRBs, AGN cores, or AGN jets [191].

The unique interaction and decay signatures generated by high-energy tau neutrinos in-
teracting within IceCube’s instrumented volume allow for additional handles on the flavor
composition of the astrophysical neutrino flux. The primary method of identifying ⌫⌧ neu-
trinos is to search for high-energy charged-current events with a "double-bang" structure
of two nearby cascades, the first one due to the hadronic shower at the interaction vertex
and the second one due to the decay of the tau lepton. The density of instrumentation in
the IceCube detector limits the rate of observable ⌫⌧ events since the distance between
the two cascades is most often much smaller than the distance between two DOMs. So
far, only two candidate events could be identified [23]. The measurement of the ⌫⌧ frac-
tion plays an important role in constraining source physics and in ruling out/discovering
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Gen2 design status

• Optical array:  add 120 strings with multi-PMT 
modules
• Instrumentation design heavily influenced by Upgrade HW
• Plans for prototype test deployments in Upgrade

• Radio and surface arrays
• Designs advancing
• 500 sq km radio array
• Surface shower detectors for Cosmic ray                                  

physics and veto capabilities
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Figure 22: The reference detector string layout (sunflower geometry) has a uniform string spacing of ⇥ 240 m,
with an instrumented volume of 7.9 km3.

an energy of 200 to 300 TeV, background can be suppressed to a level lower than the as-
trophysical flux observed with IceCube, albeit only within the small aperture of 0.26 km2sr,
covering about 5% of the sky, where the footprints of the detectors overlap. With the larger
area of the IceCube-Gen2 high-energy array, the acceptance for coincident events that can
be vetoed increases to ⇥10 km2sr, 40 times higher than with the current surface array. It
would also cover at least 20% of the sky. More details about the surface array and a typical
surface veto station that would be deployed at the top of each IceCube-Gen2 string are
presented in Section 4.3.2.

4.1.2. Radio array

Radio emission is generated in ice by particle showers through the Askaryan effect [371].
The electromagnetic component of the shower evolves over time as additional electrons
are up-scattered from the ice mostly through the Compton effect and positrons are depleted
by in-flight annihilation. This leads to a relativistically moving negative charge excess in
the shower front and a charge separation along the shower axis. Macroscopically speak-
ing, a dipole is formed that changes as the shower develops and thereby emits radiation.
Due to coherence effects, the emission is only strong at angles close to the Cherenkov
angle, where all emitted frequencies arrive at the same time at an observer. The emitted
frequency range is governed by the shower geometry and the spectrum typically shows
the strongest contribution between 100 MHz and 1 GHz [372]. In the time-domain, the
emission corresponds to a broad-band nanosecond-scale radio pulse, which has been ob-
served both at accelerator experiments [373–375] and in air showers [376–378]. The fact
that radio emission is generated by both purely electromagnetic showers and the elec-
tromagnetic component of hadronic showers means that a radio detector is sensitive to
all flavors, albeit with different sensitivities. While hadronic showers initiated by all neu-
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Pressure housing & PMTs
PMT design negotiations with (at least) 2 manufacturers (Hamamatsu / HZC) 

• 3.5” PMT from HZC (96mm) currently available 

• 4” PMT from Hamamatsu (101/106 mm variants, but with increased TTS) 

• HZC has been contacted about a 4” PMT variant, but no reply yet. 

Pressure housing: geometry adjusted for new PMTs / size requirement

m2DOM 
- 16 PMTs (4”) 
- 12.3” diameter 
- Nautilus housing, 12 mm walls

m-Egg 
- 14 /18 PMTs (4”) 
- 11.1” diameter 
- Okamoto housing 

12-18 mm walls
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Gen2 – IceCube Impacts
• Online systems

• Gen2 represents a large extension in data and detector types for online systems
• Expect sizeable increase in overall detector data rates (higher threshold of Gen2 array 

will temper background rates)
• But, fully expect collaboration to want to push thresholds as low as possible

• Additional heterogeneity of multiple detection channels (optical, radio, surface)
• Offline

• Software framework, reconstructions and framework
• Move to multiple PMT channels per sensor will already be complete thanks to Upgrade
• Additional support for radio signal analysis will be needed

• Gen2 funding requests MUST include additional support for M&O (online and offline) efforts  
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Data processing impacts – Gen2
• Overall:  Gen2 computing and storage needs are very much open questions

• Early Gen2 designs have focused on astrophysical neutrino simulations for physics impact

• Online
• Expecting modest  increases in data/trigger rates (see previous slide)
• Online computing for “online compression” of waveform data likely sufficient

• Some expected to be done in-device for simple waveforms

• Simulation
• Original Gen2 designs informed by sets of IceCube standard simulation scaled to larger volumes

• As signal simulation only, very modest computing needs to generate and store.
• cpu:22.6 kh, gpu:2.3 kh, ~few TB disk

• On-going round of design efforts will require much better understanding of backgrounds, data 
rates, etc.

• Analysis
• Expect needs to be very similar to IceCube at this point, but no concrete estimates exist.
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IceCube Upgrade and Gen2
• Strong team from M&O in place leading the effort to extend online and offline 

systems and software to support the addition of new sensors to IceCube
• Upgrade
• Strong in-kind effort from M&O team to make this happen.
• Effort and milestones tracked as part of the Upgrade project.

• Gen2
• Designs in early stages, but expected to converge in the next ~year
• Additional resources will be needed to support Gen2 online and offline
• Understanding our computing needs (online and offline) is critical next 

step
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Thanks!


